


Furloughed employees
Regular home workers (until May)
Part-time workers
Non-office based roles

METHODOLOGY
51,500 total responses
29,500 responses in the UK
30th March - 4th July 2020
5-point Likert scales
Open questions
Removed outlier data sets

EXCLUDED:

LOCATIONS
United Kingdom
Europe
United States
Brazil
Argentina
South Africa
China
Japan
Australia
UAE



Employees: How do you feel about the security of your job?

I am very
concerned about
my job security

20%
I am slightly

concerned about
my job security

43%
I am not

concerned about
my job security

25%
Unsure

12%

Employers: Do you feel your employees are concerned about their job?

Yes
56%

No
30%

Unsure
14%



Employees: Employment

Will be reluctant to
travel internationally

as part of their job

57%
Would prefer a job
where they do not
need to use public

transport

74%
Would consider

changing jobs now
if they were not

able to work from
home

53%
Would judge a

potential employer
on how they

treated their staff
at this time

58%
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Perceptions of how work/workplace may change

SIGNIFICANTMARGINALNO CHANGE

14% 22% 64%

9% 45% 46%

7% 44% 49%

9% 40% 51%

8% 44% 48%

10% 44% 46%



How important is the workplace to you now?

The office is still
essential

31%

54%

15%

The office is still
important but less

than it was 

We no longer need
an office



Believe the culture
has been negatively

impacted 

Employers: business impact since working from home

Believe they
adapted easily to

working from home 

Believe their
employees have
been productive

Believe they have
communicated well

with employees

Have run
engagement

surveys 

76% 74% 73% 49%41%

Will allow employees
control over how they

want to work 

Were experienced in
managing employees
on outputs previously

Have provided
equipment to

employees

Have introduced
new mental health

initiatives

Believe they have
been flexible in how
people have worked

67% 30% 52% 44%69%



Would wanted to know
the exact details of social
distancing measures in
the workplace BEFORE

they return

76%

Has your employer shared details about measures taken?

71%
yes

Week 6: review

29%
no



Employers: what measures are you likely to implement?

12%

Hire a professional
company to

manage this for us

43%

We will make
simple/cost

effective changes
ourselves

13%

We will puchase
products design to

support social
distancing

We will not make
any changes as 

the office will
mostly be empty

We have not 
made any plans

yet/unsure

19% 13%



Expectations on hygiene & monitoring

71% of people are

confident their co-

workers will observe

hygiene and social

distancing standards

Support the idea
of temperature

checks on entry to
the workplace

51%
Would like to see
hygiene stations

distributed around
the office

77%



What should happen to the following?

Storage/Filing Printers/Copiers Shared stationery Mugs/Cutlery

30% remove all

57% reduce
13% retain

18% remove all

52% reduce
30% retain

40% remove all

41% reduce
19% retain

61% remove all
25% reduce

14% retain



Which practices do you support for your workplace?

Clear desk policies 

90%
No eating at desks

74%
Housekeeping rules

86%



What materials do you think are most hygenic?

24%
Stone

32%
Wood

33%
Glass

26%
Metal

39%
Laminate

8%
Fabric

8%
Rubber

14%
Carpet

15%
Plastic

9%
Leather

27%
Vinyl 

29%
Ceramic



Are virtual meetings here to stay?

78%

Do not believe they will build

meaningful client relationships

through virtual meetings

65%



Employers: What type of office is preferable?

49% 20%
Co-working spaces

(shared)

16% 15%
We might not
need an office

Dispersed offices
(hub & spoke)

A primary office
location (HQ)



We might be 
making

redundancies

16%
We might be 
cutting staff

hours/pay

28%
We are likely to
review our real

estate costs

32%
We are 

expecting 
to grow

4%

Employers: which of the following measures 
might your business have to implement in future?

We are not
expecting to

change/unsure

20%



44% 21%35%
We will keep the
same amount of

space

We may need
more space 

We will not need as
much space 

(short & long-term) 

Employers: What is likely to happen to your real estate?



Employer expectations for the short and long term

What are employers expecting to happen in the short-term

0 25 50 75 100

Short-term 

WORK FROM HOME/OFFICEBACK IN OFFICE CONTINUE WORKING FROM HOME

8% 68% 24%

What are employers expecting to happen in the long-term

0 25 50 75 100

Long-term 

WORK FROM HOME/OFFICEBACK IN OFFICE ONLY WORKING FROM HOME

11% 69% 20%



2 3 4 5 621

12%
Only working 

from home

Employee: ideal long-term working pattern each week

20%
4 days at home & 

1 day in office

34%
3 days at home & 

2 days in office

9%
2 days at home & 

3 days in office

16%
1 day at home & 

4 days in office

9%
Only working 

in the office

Phase 3: Long-term, post vaccination programme

Average office occupation assuming a managed
attendance schedule & employee preferences are agreed 45%



2 3 4 5 621

20%
Only working 

from home

+8%*

Employer: expected employee working pattern each week

9%
4 days at home & 

1 day in office

-11%*

19%
3 days at home & 

2 days in office

-15%*

26%
2 days at home & 

3 days in office

+17%*

15%
1 day at home & 

4 days in office

-1%*

11%
Only working 

in the office

+2%*

Phase 3: Long-term, post vaccination programme

Average office occupation assuming a managed
attendance schedule & employee preferences are agreed
+3%*48%

*compared to employee week 10 data



Yes
65% 20% 15%

Unsure No

Employees: If you are working from home more, is it 
appropriate to introduce well managed 'hot desking'

to enable your company to save costs on office space?



Expectations from regular homeworkers

29%

Employers should
supply equipment

(desk, chair &
monitor)

22%

Contribution to
costs (heating, 

wifi & electricity)

25%

Equipment &
contribution to

costs 

General
compensation

payment in salary

No renumeration 
is expected

16% 8%



What does 'work'
look like for you

in future?



What working pattern would you like to explore?

Keep my old
working pattern

14%
The 4 day week
(full time hours 

in less days)

45%
The 9 day
fortnight

4%
Flexi-hours

33%

+4% other



Where would you prefer to 
perform the following tasks:

Home 
71%

Concentrated
working

Office
27%

*each category has a not applicable/other option

Home
48%

Work related 
phone calls

Office 
50%

Home
39%

Collaborative
working

Office 
56%

Home 
25/36%

Meetings
Client/Internal

Office 
57/62%

Home 
35%

Socialising with
colleagues

Office
61%



59% "It is no 

longer essential 

for my colleagues

to be around 

me when I work"

58% "Not all my

meetings are

private and

could be done in

open spaces"

70% "It is

important for

me to control

how/where I

work"



The benefits of Activity Based Working (ABW) is that
you are able to move around the office to work in a

space most appropriate for the task. This might mean
working alongside your colleagues in the open plan
then moving into a silent workspace when you need

to concentrate. This way of working often relies upon
shared space (hot desking).



This could work for
me providing

hygiene is
managed properly

55% 24% 16% 5%

How do you feel about Activity Based Working (ABW)?

This would not
work for me - 

I would not want 
to work this way

I am already
working this way

I am unsure



How important
are these
features in your
workplace?



Silent work spaces where I can concentrate without distractions 57%

Open plan work spaces but with more visual privacy at the desk 51%

Private work rooms/offices 52%

Semi-private work spaces where I can be around others and concentrate 51%

Spaces for phone calls/virtual meetings without disturbing others 44%

Open plan work spaces where I can see my colleagues 40%

FOCUS SPACES
Rank the desirability of the following spaces:



Spaces in the open plan to chat with colleagues without disturbing others 65%

Spaces where I can work closely with colleagues (eg project areas) 66%

Small and private meeting rooms (2-4 persons) 58%

Informal meeting areas like high back sofa's and booths 59%

Formal meeting rooms & visitor/client spaces 52%

Stand up meeting spaces for brief 'huddles' 51%

COLLABORATION/MEETING SPACES
Rank the desirability of the following spaces:



Outdoor seating areas 71%

Spaces where I can relax and be on my own 65%

Dining spaces where I can socialise with colleagues 59%

Coffee lounge spaces with armchairs 63%

Exercise spaces on site or close to the office 56%

Gaming areas 39%

SOCIAL & WELLBEING SPACES
Rank the desirability of the following spaces:



Desired workspaces

Silent/quiet work spaces
Open plan with more privacy
Private work rooms

Self catering food store/prep
Dining spaces
Outdoor seating (if available)

Natural daylight
Relaxation spaces
Ambiance: temperature/lighting
Comfortable & hygenic furnishings

Stand up huddles
Project work areas

Small private meeting rooms
Technology integration 

Informal sofa's/booths

Key principles:
Basic needs

Proxemics: personal space

Balance

Variety



Trends: going up

Greater flexibility on how and where we work

More emphasis on employee wellbeing

A workplace designed around a wide variety of spaces

Digitally connected spaces

Smarter and efficient use of space

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Trends: going down

Presenteeism and inflexible working culture

'Resimercial' design

Large open plan work spaces

Unnecessary meetings/communication

Long/inflexible lease agreements

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



The shift in
working hours is
introducing an

'always on' culture

Emerging issues:

Productivity
amongst previous

homeworkers
appears to have

declined

57% of those
wanting to return

to the office are
concerned about

job security

Perception that
client relationships

have weakened



OLD HABITS DIE HARD
Is the Coronavirus pandemic likely to change a working

culture that has existed for almost 300 years?



"CHANGING COMPANY
CULTURE REQUIRES A
MOVEMENT, NOT A

MANDATE"
HBR: Walker, B. & Soule, A. (2017)


